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The Business School Internship Program requires academically approved project briefs to manage the expectations
of all stakeholders, and ensure all placements meet the requirements of a vocational placement under the Fair
Work Act. The information you provide in this form will inform the schedule in the student’s Placement Agreement.

ORGANISATION DETAILS
ORGANISATION NAME
ORGANISATION ABN
ORGANISATION ADDRESS
The address where the student will be attending placement.

ORGANISATION WEBSITE
ORGANISATION DESCRIPTION
This could be from your website or existing marketing materials.

ORGANISATION CONTACT
NAME
POSITION

BUSINESS PHONE

MOBILE

EMAIL
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business.internships@unisa.edu.au
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PROJECT INFORMATION
Placement opportunities focus on students’ learning and development; this involves experimenting, risk-taking,
making mistakes, and dedicating time to analysing their experiences for the purpose of scholarship. To support
this, the Business School Internship Program requires students to complete academic assessments during their
placement, in addition to the project work outlined in this form.

PROJECT NAME
Financial Planning Opportunity template with example text
PROJECT SCOPE
Please provide a broad overview of the activities the student will undertake. The project scope should state what
the student will achieve, using clear and succinct terms; this will help manage expectations. Ideally, language
should be student focussed, i.e. ‘the student will’, and we will edit as required during the review process.

the initial meeting to advice presentation and implementation of financial plan recommendations.
To this end your placement will entail exposure and training in the following three key areas:
Initial client engagement; Advice preparation and documentation; Advice presentation and
implementation.
Where possible you will gain exposure to all of these areas for at least one client.
Your placement will likely be structured as follows: Initial 1-2 days induction and training; 3-4
days Developing an understanding of the business and the end-to-end client engagement
process; 3-4 days Learning advice presentation and implementation; 3-4 days advice preparation
and documentation; Final 1-2 days reporting and presentations.
[OPTIONAL LANGUAGE FOR TEAMS] You may be part of a team of interns being hosted by
the organisation who will complete some general activities as a group however will have
PROJECTdefined
DETAILSprojects to focus on. The interns could be from a range of disciplines and have
individual
Please provide
some specific
information about the core tasks and responsibilities the student will undertake on a
different
placement
durations.
day-to-day basis. These should include customary tasks like induction, training, and report related activities etc.

You will work with the [ENTER TITLE] to:
Undertake a structured induction and training process.
Clarify mapping and scheduling of the placement activities, including key milestones and agreed
format/structure of reports/tools, and any required presentations.
Undertake specific industry research at the macro and micro levels to identify trends and best
practice.
[Enter specific activities here - Some example text:]
General activities will be providing support to the Practice Principal and the team in the
administration of financial planning activities across training areas identified above, this may
include (Please scroll down for full brief):
- Initial client engagement: Initial meeting tools; Data gathering; Client engagement process;
Post-meeting actions.
- Advice preparation and documentation: Data gathering; Product analysis; Paraplanning
process; Strategy formulation; Advice File notes and compliance requirement.
- Advice presentation and implementation: SOA construction and presentation; Implementation
processes; Advice delivery process and compliance.
You may also be asked to undertake specific project-based activities.
The specific projects and activities will be confirmed
PAGE 2 of 3prior to or during the placement and will be
influenced by current need/demandbusiness.internships@unisa.edu.au
and the particular area of interest for the student.
Participate in the team meetings.
Prepare a report and presentation on your experience to be presented to senior management.
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PROJECT DELIVERABLES
Please provide a list of key project outcomes the student will provide to your organisation while on placement. The
items listed here should link to the tasks and activities in the project details field.

Project specific reporting on as required basis.
Presentation on key achievements and challenges through the placement.
Liaising with project host on issues and questions.
General communication and feedback to all stakeholders.

WORK INTEGRATED LEARNING OUTCOMES
The learning outcomes are the benefits the student will gain from participating in a placement, and are an
important consideration in the academic approval process. We will draft the learning outcomes based on your
input.

Develop an understanding of the end to end financial advice process from initial meeting and
goal setting, advice presentation and implementing advice recommendations.

PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS
National Police Clearance?
Working with Children Clearance?
Students must have a practical working knowledge of Microsoft Office.

DURATION AND TIMING
PROJECT DURATION
Please select an estimated duration
PREFERRED WORKDAYS

OFFICE USE ONLY
STUDENT NAME STUDENT ID
COURSE CODE
COURSE COORDINATOR
PROJECT BRIEF APPROVED
PLACEMENT ID
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